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Instalation Instructions

Follow these steps to install your Hal on the wall:

Distance between wall holes:
> Hal 80 = 60cm
> Hal 50 = 35 cm
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Measure the holes to drill on your wall.
Hal 50 they are 35 cm apart.
Hal 80 they are 60 cm apart.
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We recommend placing your Hal at 130 cm from
the floor.

5

And that is it you have installed your Hal.

Drill the two holes

Screw the 2 screws almost all the way in. Leave
about 5mm of space in between the wall and
the interior of the screw head so you have enough
space to slide it into the two slots.

For any inquiries or defaults of your
product do not hesitate to contact
us at
contact@thisisutil.com

Recommended Height
130 cm

Care and Maintenance:
Clean with a damp cloth
Weight Limit
20Kg

UTIL
Is a Lisbon-based brand that creates designer furniture.
We are driven by a curiosity about people and how they live. Our goal
is to develop furniture that blends in, rather than stands out, and is
intentionally designed to be helpful and subtle.
We believe that every piece of furniture is for life. For that reason, we
make sure our products are designed for a home that grows with you.
This is UTIL. Contemporary, functional, and understated designer
furniture.
We are internationally designed and locally produced.
MANUEL AMARAL NETTO
Graduated from ESAD-Cr in 2006 acquired a master in Design
Products at ECAL, Lausanne, in 2013. Co-funds From Industrial
Design in 2014 and it presents their first collection during the Salone
Satellite where they win the 1st prize with Volta Lamp. He has since
then worked for a variety of different brands and institutions such as
Cassina (it), USM (ch), Leucos (it), Baccarat (fr) AICEP (pt) or Vista
Alegre (pt). He has since 2015 taken over the creative direction
of UTIL.
www.manuelnetto.com
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